Texas Transportation Poll suggests more Texans turning to phone apps, websites to avoid traffic

First conducted two years ago, the new 2016 Texas Transportation Poll examines the travel behaviors and opinions of more than 4,000 Texans. This year’s results say a lot about Texans’ shifting attitudes on daily transportation choices, challenges, funding, and solutions. Among the findings: Use of technology to avoid traffic is up, reliance on personal auto use is up, and use of alternative modes is down. The longitudinal survey gives state policymakers a view of public sentiment over time. | Read more

You may also be interested in

- **Which financing approaches fit best for small urban and rural areas?**
- **Evaluating how VMT estimate and forecast measures are used in Texas**
Should more oil and gas freight be moved via non-roadway modes?

Managed lanes in Texas: Reviewing the application of congestion pricing

How should oversize/overweight corridors be designated, monitored?

How might self-driving vehicles affect roadway traffic and congestion?

**Other research at TTI**

How might aging drivers impact our transportation landscape?

The Transportation Policy Research Center was created in 2013 to support the role of the Texas A&M Transportation Institute as an independent resource to the Texas Legislature providing analysis of state transportation policies and the economic impact of those policies.
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